XRP: 2017 to 2020 –
what to expect this year?
Most crypto investors will remember the 2017 crypto boom which carried a 100% increase for Bitcoin and a
staggering 1,400% increase for XRP in December of that year.
Fast-forward to early 2018, the price of cryptoassets reversed and the sharp rally turned into a prolonged
bear cycle until early 2019, which eventually saw Bitcoin recover around 75%. However, XRP continued to lag,
recovering only 14% by June 2019.

(Chart: eToro.com/XRP > one day view, June 2017 to June 2018 )

It was speculated the 2017 crypto rally was fuelled by people seeking an alternative to the traditional
banking system, with Bitcoin at the forefront of this movement. The fully-decentralised original crypto
Bitcoin was created free from bank and government ties, resulting in lower fees, greater security and
faster settlements. As XRP is backed by Ripple, XRP’s price movements have tended to coincide with
Ripple’s announcements in the past.
In a interview with Bloomberg on 5 November 2019, Ripple’s CEO, Brad Garlinghouse, said Ripple was
hugely interested in XRP’s long-term price outlook and that 99% of cryptoassets would reach zero
whereas those that had a real utility – such as XRP – would be the real winners in 2020.
In this report we will look at some of the major announcements that have caused price movements in
XRP since early 2018 in order to understand what we can expect in 2020.
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Early 2018 to late 2018
In 2018, there were roughly three week-long periods in which XRP made substantial gains as visible in the
chart and table below.
Period

Gain (%)

5 – 11 February 2018

+100%

12 – 20 April 2018

+88%

17 – 23 September 2018

+177%

(Chart: eToro.com/XRP > one day view, Dec 2017 to Oct 2018)

§ At the time of these gains in February and April
2018, XRP had seen an overall increase in liquidity
with more exchanges offering XRP as well as a
unique $25 million investment in blockchain
startup fund Blockchain Capital from Ripple.

§ In September 2018, XRP saw its biggest price
increase, gaining an enormous 177%. Shortly
before this gain, XRP announced it had made
significant headway with xRapid, a liquidity solution
for banks, which was ready for commercial
application.

§ In the same week Saudi Arabia’s first established
bank, National Commercial Bank, became the
latest financial institution to join RippleNet, Ripple’s
enterprise blockchain network. Saudi Arabia had
previously opposed the notion of cryptoassets so
this came as a surprise to many within the
industry.

§ XRP jumped 177% in just over a week, recovering
from losses made in the last four months. Talk

about volatility!
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(Chart: eToro.com/XRP> one day view, Mar 2018 to Sep 2018)

Late 2018 to mid 2019
For most of 2019, XRP had been range bound between $0.27 and $0.30 apart from a notable breakout during
the Consensus Blockchain Conference in mid May 2018. Consensus brought with it plenty of optimism,
resulting in Bitcoin, Ethereum, XRP and others cryptos rallying.

On 17 June 2019, Ripple announced that it was partnering with MoneyGram, a US-based money transfer firm
that could offer a $50 million liquidity line. The focus was again on xRapid and how it would complement the
ease, speed and costs associated with MoneyGram’s operations in a $600 billion global remittance market.

News of the partnership caused MoneyGram’s share price to skyrocket by 160% while the price of XRP
reached new highs in 2019 – around $0.50 a week after the announcement.
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(Chart: eToro.com/XRP > one day view, Jan2019 to Jul 2019)

Mid 2019 to December 2019... and the year ahead
Since partnering with MoneyGram, XRP has lost half its value to around $0.20, returning to levels not seen
since December 2017 prior to the crypto rally.
Many investors looked forward to Swell, the payments and policy conference hosted by Ripple in November
2019, as the price of XRP had been steadily declining since the acquisition of MoneyGram and investors hoped
some positive news from the conference would encourage another price shift.
However, since November the price of XRP has continued to fall and investors are now looking to the next big
event or announcement in 2020 for a comeback.
In an article in Fortune on 20 December 2019, Ripple was said to be valued at $10 billion and had raised an
additional $200 million in funding for operations. Ripple’s CEO, Brad Garlinghouse said he expects XRP’s
customer base to grow 30 to 40% and transaction volume to increase by more than 600% in 2020. He also
noted 2019 had been a tremendous year for Ripple, adding the company would be disclosing more data as
well as some major announcements in early 2020.
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2020 – where to next?
As we can see in the chart below, XRP’s price is approaching key resistance levels which could challenge its
long-standing downtrend going back to June 2019. From a technical perspective, a break in this trend line
will be essential for any significant drive upwards in price.
As we settle into 2020, are we due another comeback from XRP?

(Chart: eToro.com/XRP > one day view, May 2019 to Dec 2020)
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Data accurate as of 08.01.20.
Past performance is not indicative of future results.
This publication is considered a marketing communication and as such, it does not contain and should not be
taken as containing, investment advice, personal recommendation, or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any
financial instruments. This publication has not been prepared in accordance with the legal and regulatory
requirements to promote independent research. In producing this material, eToro has not taken any
particular investment objectives or financial situation. Any references to past performance of a financial
instrument, a financial index or a packaged investment product are not, and should not be taken as a reliable
indicator of future results. eToro makes no representation and assumes no liability as to the accuracy or
completeness of the content of this publication, which has been prepared utilising publicly-available
information. This communication must not be reproduced without consent from eToro.
Cryptoassets are volatile instruments which can fluctuate widely in a very short timeframe and therefore are
not appropriate for all investors. Other than via CFDs, trading cryptoassets is unregulated and therefore is not
supervised by any EU regulatory framework. Your capital is at risk.
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